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We consider a Morse–Sturm system in n whose coefﬁcient matrix is symmet-
ric with respect to a (not necessarily positive deﬁnite) nondegenerate symmetric
bilinear form on n. The main motivation for studying such systems comes from
semi-Riemannian geometry, where the Morse–Sturm system is obtained from the
Jacobi equation along a geodesic by writing the equation in terms of a parallelly
transported basis of the tangent bundle along the geodesic. Two integer numbers
are naturally associated to such systems: the Maslov index, which gives a sort of alge-
braic count of the conjugate instants, and the spectral index, which gives an algebraic
count of the negative eigenvalues of the corresponding second-order differential
operator. In this paper we prove that these two integer numbers are equal; in the
case of Riemannian geometry, this equality is precisely the Morse Index Theorem.
Such equality is already known to hold under a suitable nondegeneracy assumption
on the eigenvalues of the Jacobi operator; we give a proof of the equality in the
degenerate case using a perturbation argument.  2002 Elsevier Science (USA)
1. INTRODUCTION
The classical Sturmian theory for ordinary differential equations in 
deals with second-order differential equations of the form
p−1px′′ = rx(1.1)
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with p a b →0+∞ and r a b → . The so-called Sturm oscil-
lation theorem (see for instance [2]) states that the number of zeroes in
a b of any nontrivial solution x of (1.1) with xa = 0 equals the num-
ber of negative eigenvalues of the second-order differential operator x →
−p−1px′′ + rx with Dirichlet boundary conditions xa = xb = 0. The
generalization of the Sturmian theory to the case of systems of ODE is due
to Morse. The Morse Index Theorem states that the sum of the multiplici-
ties of the conjugate instants in a b of a Morse–Sturm system equals the
sum of the multiplicities of the negative eigenvalues of the corresponding
second-order differential operator; in this context, by a Morse–Sturm system
we mean a second-order differential equation of the form
g−1gv′′ = Rv(1.2)
where gt is a positive deﬁnite bilinear form in n and Rt is a gt-
symmetric linear endomorphism of n for all t ∈ a b. The differen-
tial operator v = −g−1gv′′ + Rv with Dirichlet boundary conditions
va = vb = 0 is an unbounded self-adjoint operator in the Hilbert space
L2a bn endowed with the Hilbertian product gˆ deﬁned by
gˆvw =
∫ b
a
g
(
vt wt) dt
In the context of Riemannian geometry, a Morse–Sturm system is obtained
from the Jacobi equation along a geodesic γ by writing the equation in
terms of a parallelly transported basis of the tangent bundle along γ. In this
case, the bilinear form gˆ · · corresponding to  is naturally identiﬁed
with the second variation of the Riemannian action functional at γ. The
sum of the multiplicities of the negative eigenvalues of  is therefore equal
to the index of such a second variation, i.e., the Morse index of the action
functional at γ. It is natural to investigate extensions of the theory to the
case of Morse–Sturm systems of the form 1.2 where g is a nondegenerate
symmetric bilinear form on n which is not necessarily positive deﬁnite;
this corresponds to the case of semi-Riemannian geometry. However, the
main results of the classical theory fail to hold in this context due to the
following reasons:
• the number of conjugate instants may be inﬁnite (see [12]),
• conjugate instants may be unstable (see [8, Section 5]),
• the operator  is not in general self-adjoint (or even normal),
• the index of the symmetric bilinear form gˆ · · is always inﬁnite
(see [9, Proposition 2.5.2]).
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By an index theorem in semi-Riemannian geometry we mean a result
which relates two of the following objects:
(a) the conjugate instants of the Morse–Sturm system (1.2),
(b) the negative eigenvalues of the operator  ,
(c) the index of suitable restrictions of the bilinear form gˆ · ·.
Observe that, since gˆ is no longer positive deﬁnite, there is no obvious
relation between (b) and (c). A general theory about the relations between
(a) and (c) was developed in [6, 9, 10]; in this paper, we discuss the relation
between (a) and (b).
The two main objects of our theory are the Maslov index and the spectral
index of a Morse–Sturm system. The Maslov index is deﬁned as a homo-
logical invariant associated to a curve in the Lagrangian Grassmannian of
a symplectic space which is naturally associated to the ﬂow of the Morse–
Sturm system. The conjugate instants of the system correspond to the inter-
sections of such a curve with a compact algebraic variety, and the Maslov
index gives generically an algebraic count of such intersections. The spectral
index of a Morse–Sturm system is deﬁned as the sum of the signatures of
the restrictions of gˆ to the generalized eigenspaces of  corresponding to
negative eigenvalues. The Maslov and the spectral index of a Morse–Sturm
system are always ﬁnite integer numbers and the main result of this paper
is that they are equal (Theorem 3.3).
The notions of Maslov and spectral indexes for semi-Riemannian
geodesics were originally introduced by Helfer in [7], where the equality
between the two indexes is claimed, but only proven in a simple nonde-
generate case. Helfer’s proof (which is brieﬂy repeated in Section 3 for
the reader’s convenience) is an adaptation of the classical proof of the
Sturm oscillation theorem, used by several authors in different contexts,
and it consists in showing that the two integers are intersection numbers of
homotopic curves in an appropriate environment. For instance, Edwards
in [5] uses this technique to prove an oscillation theorem for higher order
systems of ODE and Duistermaat in [3] employs a similar argument to
prove an index theorem for Hamiltonian systems with general boundary
conditions. In both cases, the authors assume a certain positivity condition
that corresponds to the positivity of g in the case of Morse–Sturm systems.
In the case where g is not deﬁnite, the classical argument fails due to the
occurrence of possible degeneracies.
In this article we show how one can use a perturbation argument to obtain
the general case from the nondegenerate case. More precisely, we’ll prove
• the stability of the Maslov index (Proposition 2.6) and the stability
of the spectral index (Section 5);
• the genericity of the nondegeneracy condition (Section 6).
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The stability of the Maslov index is an easy task due to its topological
nature. The proof of the stability of the spectral index is much more
involved and it depends on the fact that the generalized eigenfunctions of
the operator  span a dense subspace of L2a bn. The proof of this
fact (Section 4) uses a result of the spectral theory of nonnormal opera-
tors on Hilbert spaces proved in [13]. The genericity of the nondegeneracy
condition will be obtained as an application of an inﬁnite-dimensional
transversality theorem.
We remark that in the main part of the paper it will be assumed that the
bilinear form gt does not depend on t and therefore the Morse–Sturm
system takes the simpler form v′′ = Rv. This is actually the relevant situ-
ation in semi-Riemannian geometry. The extension to the case of a non-
constant g as well as the extension to the more general class of symplectic
differential systems (see [9, 11]) is discussed in Section 7, where we observe
that every such system is equivalent to a Morse–Sturm system with constant
g (Lemma 7.2).
We acknowledge the help provided by Professor Helfer, who suggested
the use of a perturbation argument to prove the theorem in the general
case and also made the observation that the nonreal eigenvalues of the
operator  give no contribution to the spectral index (Corollary 2.11).
2. THE MASLOV AND SPECTRAL INDEXES OF
A MORSE–STURM SYSTEM
We start by ﬁxing the notation and the terminology that will be used
throughout the paper. Given (real or complex) vector spaces V , W we
denote by LinVW  the space of (real or complex) linear operators from
V to W ; we also set LinV  = LinV V . If V is a real vector space we
denote by BV  the space of bilinear forms B V × V →  and by BsymV 
the subspace of BV  consisting of symmetric bilinear forms. If the context
indicates that V and W are Banach spaces then LinVW  will denote the
space of bounded linear operators; similarly, BV  and BsymV  will denote
respectively the space of bounded bilinear forms and symmetric bounded
bilinear forms on V . Given a symmetric bilinear form B ∈ BsymV  we
deﬁne the index of B as
n−B = sup
{
dimW W is a subspace of V andBW is negative deﬁnite
}

the coindex of B is deﬁned by n+B = n−−B, and the signature sgnB
is deﬁned as the difference n+B − n−B, provided that either n−B or
n+B is ﬁnite.
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Let g be a nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form on n; denote by
Lingn the space of g-symmetric endomorphisms of n,
Lingn =
{
T ∈ Linn gT · · is symmetric}
Let R a b → Lingn be a continuous curve. A system of the form
v′′ = Rv(2.1)
with v a b → n, is called a Morse–Sturm system in n. We will be
concerned mainly with the case where g is not positive deﬁnite. We consider
the differential operator
v = −v′′ + Rv(2.2)
corresponding to the equation (2.1) with the Dirichlet boundary conditions
va = vb = 0(2.3)
The operator  is thought of as a densely deﬁned unbounded operator on
the Hilbert space
 = L2a bn
of square-integrable maps v a b → n; the domain  of  is the space
 = {v ∈   v is of class H2 and va = vb = 0}(2.4)
Deﬁnition 2.1. The operator  given in (2.2) with boundary conditions
(2.3) will be called the Jacobi differential operator associated to the Morse–
Sturm system (2.1).
Consider the bounded nondegenerate bilinear form on  ,
gˆvw =
∫ b
a
g
(
vt wt) dt(2.5)
Obviously  is symmetric with respect to gˆ; i.e., gˆJvw = gˆv Jw for all
vw ∈ . If g is positive deﬁnite then gˆ is a Hilbert space inner product
in  and  is indeed self-adjoint with respect to gˆ. If g is not positive (or
negative) deﬁnite then in general  may not even be normal with respect
to any Hilbert space inner product in  .
Two integer numbers are naturally associated to a Morse–Sturm system:
the Maslov index, which is deﬁned using a topological framework, and the
spectral index, which is deﬁned in an analytical framework.
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2.1. The Maslov Index
The ﬂow of a Morse–Sturm system (2.1) deﬁnes a curve in the Lagrangian
Grassmannian of a symplectic space; the Maslov index is a homological
invariant associated to such curve. For the reader’s convenience, we brieﬂy
recall the deﬁnition and some basic facts about the notion of the Maslov
index; there is an extensive literature on the subject, as well as on the rela-
tions of the Maslov index with variational problems and differential equa-
tions (see for instance [3, 7–9, 14]). We will follow more closely the material
as presented in [8, 9].
Consider the space n ⊕n∗ endowed with the canonical symplectic form
ω
(v1 α1 v2 α2) = α2v1 − α1v2 v1 v2 ∈ n α1 α2 ∈ n∗
We denote by Sp2n the symplectic group of n ⊕ n∗, i.e., the Lie
group of all symplectomorphisms of n ⊕ n∗; by sp2n we denote the
Lie algebra of Sp2n. Recall that a Lagrangian subspace L of n ⊕ n∗
is an n-dimensional subspace on which ω vanishes. We denote by  the
Lagrangian Grassmannian of n ⊕ n∗ which is the set of all Lagrangian
subspaces of n ⊕ n∗. The Lagrangian Grassmannian is a 12nn + 1-
dimensional compact and connected real-analytic embedded submanifold
of the Grassmannian of all n-dimensional subspaces of n ⊕ n∗. Given a
Morse–Sturm system (2.1) we set
t = {(vt gv′t) v is a solution of (2.1) with va = 0}(2.6)
⊂ n ⊕ n∗
for all t ∈ a b. In the formula (2.6) we think of g as a linear map from n
to n∗; this kind of identiﬁcation will be made implicitly when necessary in
the rest of the paper. We denote by t → t the ﬂow of the Morse–Sturm
system (2.1); i.e., for every t ∈ a b, t is the unique linear isomorphism
of n ⊕ n∗ such that
t(va gv′a) = (vt gv′t)
for every solution v of (2.1). Observe that  is a C1 curve in the general
linear group of n ⊕n∗ satisfying the matrix differential equation ′t =
Xtt with initial condition a = Id, where X is given by
Xt =
(
0 g−1
gRt 0
)
(2.7)
The g-symmetry of R implies that X is a curve in sp2n and hence 
is actually a C1 curve in Sp2n. Set L0 = 0 ⊕ n∗ and consider the
smooth map
β Sp2n −→ (2.8)
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deﬁned by β = L0. We have
 = β ◦(2.9)
in particular,  is a C1 curve in the Lagrangian Grassmannian .
We say that an instant t ∈ a b is conjugate for the Morse–Sturm system
(2.1) if there exists a nonzero solution v of (2.1) with va = vt = 0; the
dimension of the space of solutions v of (2.1) with va = vt = 0 is called
the multiplicity of the conjugate instant t. Observe that an instant t ∈ a b
is conjugate iff t is not transversal to L0, in which case the multiplicity
of t coincides with the dimension of t ∩ L0. For k = 0 1     n we set
kL0 =
{
L ∈  dimL ∩ L0 = k
}
and ≥1L0 =
n⋃
k=1
kL0
Each kL0 is a connected real-analytic embedded submanifold of  hav-
ing codimension 12kk + 1 in ; the set ≥1L0 is not a submanifold,
but it is a compact algebraic subvariety of  whose regular part is 1L0.
The conjugate instants of the Morse–Sturm system are the instants when 
crosses ≥1L0. The Maslov index of a curve in  with endpoints in 0L0
is deﬁned as an intersection number of the curve with the algebraic variety
≥1L0. The intersection theory needed in this context can for instance
be formalized by an algebraic topological approach. Namely, the ﬁrst sin-
gular relative homology group H10L0 with integer coefﬁcients is
inﬁnite cyclic and a generator can be canonically described in terms of the
symplectic form ω. We have the following:
Deﬁnition 2.2. Let l a b →  be a continuous curve with endpoints
in 0L0. The Maslov index of l, denoted iMaslovl, is the integer number
corresponding to the homology class deﬁned by l in H10L0.
If  is the curve deﬁned in (2.6) then the initial endpoint a = L0 is
not in 0L0; if t = b is conjugate then a similar problem occurs, i.e.,
b ∈ 0L0. However, it is known that there are no conjugate instants
in a neighborhood of t = a and hence we can give the following:
Deﬁnition 2.3. Consider a Morse–Sturm system (2.1) such that t = b
is not conjugate. The Maslov index of (2.1), denoted iMaslovgR, is deﬁned
as the Maslov index of the curve a+ε b, where ε > 0 is chosen such that
there are no conjugate instants in a a+ ε.
The Maslov index of a Morse–Sturm system gives an algebraic count
of the conjugate instants of the system. In order to make this statement
precise, we’ll have to recall a few more facts about the geometry of the
Lagrangian Grassmannian. For L ∈ , there exists a natural identiﬁcation
TL ∼= BsymL
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of the tangent space TL with the space BsymL of symmetric bilinear
forms on L. Given a C1 curve l a b →  we say that l has a nondegenerate
intersection with ≥1L0 at t = t0 if lt0 ∈ ≥1L0 and the symmetric
bilinear form l′t0 is nondegenerate on the space lt0 ∩ L0; in the case
lt0 ∈ 1L0 then the intersection is nondegenerate precisely when it is
transversal in the standard sense of differential topology. Nondegenerate
intersections with ≥1L0 are isolated; in the case where all intersections
of a C1 curve l with ≥1L0 are nondegenerate, we have the following
differential topological method to compute the Maslov index:
Theorem 2.4. Let l a b →  be a C1 curve with endpoints in 0L0
having only nondegenerate intersections with ≥1L0. Then l has only a ﬁnite
number of intersections with ≥1L0 and the Maslov index of l is given by
iMaslovl =
∑
t∈a b
sgn
(
l′tlt∩L0
)

Proof. See [8, Section 3].
We now apply Theorem 2.4 to the curve  deﬁned in (2.6); to this aim,
we ﬁrst have to compute the derivative of . Using local coordinates in 
one can compute the differential of the map β as
dβ ·A = ωA−1· ·L0 ∈ BsymL0(2.10)
for all  ∈ Sp2n and all A ∈ TSp2n.
Theorem 2.5. Given a Morse–Sturm system (2.1) set
t = {vt v is a solution of (2.1) with va = 0}
for all t ∈ a b. Assuming that t = b is nonconjugate and that g is nonde-
generate on t for every conjugate instant t ∈a b, then the Maslov index
of (2.1) is given by
iMaslovgR =
∑
t∈ab
sgn
(
gt⊥
)

where ⊥ denotes the orthogonal complement with respect to g.
Proof. It is an easy consequence of Theorem 2.4, using formulas (2.7),
(2.9), and (2.10) to compute ′tt∩L0 .
Observe that if g is positive deﬁnite then Theorem 2.5 tells us that the
Maslov index of a Morse–Sturm system coincides with the sum of the multi-
plicities of its conjugate instants. To conclude this subsection we show that
the Maslov index of a Morse–Sturm system is stable by uniformly small
perturbations of the coefﬁcient R.
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Proposition 2.6 (Stability of the Maslov Index). Assume that t = b is
not a conjugate instant for the Morse–Sturm system (2.1). Let Rkk≥1 be a
sequence of continuous curves Rk a b → Lingn of g-symmetric endo-
morphisms of n such that Rk converges uniformly to R. Then, for k suf-
ﬁciently large, t = b is not a conjugate instant for the Morse–Sturm system
v′′ = Rkv and iMaslovgRk = iMaslovgR.
Proof. By standard results on the continuous dependence of the solution
with respect to the data of an ODE, we have that the ﬂow k of the
Morse–Sturm system v′′ = Rkv converges uniformly (actually, in the C1
topology) to the ﬂow  of v′′ = Rv; hence k = β ◦k converges uniformly
to  = β ◦. The condition that t = b is not conjugate for v′′ = Rv means
that b belongs to the open subset 0L0 ⊂ , which proves that t = b
is not conjugate for v′′ = Rkv if k is sufﬁciently large. Let ε > 0 be such
that v′′ = Rv has no conjugate instants in a a+ ε; an easy uniformity
argument shows that ε > 0 can be chosen so that, for every k ≥ 1, there are
no conjugate instants in a a+ ε for the system v′′ = Rkv. To conclude
the proof, observe that the uniform convergence of ka+ε b to a+ε b
implies that ka+ε b and a+ε b determine the same homology class in
H10L0 for k sufﬁciently large.
2.2. The Spectral Index
We’ve seen in Theorem 2.5 that, under a nondegeneracy assumption, the
Maslov index of a Morse–Sturm system gives an algebraic count of its con-
jugate instants. We will now recall the deﬁnition of another integer-valued
invariant for Morse–Sturm systems that gives an algebraic count of the neg-
ative eigenvalues of the associated Jacobi differential operator. As observed
in the ﬁrst part of the section, unless g is positive (or negative) deﬁnite, the
operator  is not in general self-adjoint with respect to any Hilbert space
inner product in  . For the study of the spectral theory of a non-self-adjoint
operator, the use of complex Hilbert spaces is required; we therefore intro-
duce complex versions of the objects deﬁned in the beginning of the section.
Consider the complex Hilbert space  = L2a bn which is the com-
plexiﬁcation of  and denote by  the unique complex linear extension of
 to . The domain of  is the complex linear span of  in , denoted
by  = ⊕ i. If we denote by gˆ the unique sesquilinear extension of gˆ
to  then gˆ is a nondegenerate Hermitian form on  and  is Hermi-
tian with respect to gˆ. The Hermitian form gˆ is given by the right-hand
side of (2.5) if we replace g with g, the unique sesquilinear extension of g
to n. The operator  is given by the right-hand side of (2.2) if we replace
R with R, the unique complex linear extension of R to n; R is clearly
Hermitian with respect to g.
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In Proposition 2.7 below we summarize the main spectral properties of
the operator . Recall that a densely deﬁned unbounded operator T on
a complex Hilbert space X is called discrete if there exists a λ ∈  such
that the resolvent λ − T −1 is compact. If T is discrete, the spectrum
σT  of T is a discrete subset of , and it consists only of eigenvalues;
the resolvent λ − T −1 will be compact for every λ ∈ \σT , and the
generalized eigenspace
λT  =
+∞⋃
k=1
Kerλ− Tk
is ﬁnite dimensional for every λ ∈ σT . The space λT  is the image of
the projection operator EλT  ∈ LinX deﬁned2 by the line integral
EλT  =
1
2πi
∮
z−λ=ε
z − T −1 dz(2.11)
where ε > 0 is small enough so that λ is the unique element of σT  in
the disc z − λ ≤ ε. For λµ ∈ σT , λ = µ, we have EλT EµT  = 0,
and hence the sum
∑
λ∈σT  λT  is direct. A proof of the properties of
discrete operators mentioned above can be found in [4, Chap. 19].
Proposition 2.7. The operator  is discrete. Its spectrum σ is con-
tained in the strip{
z ∈   z ≥ −!R!∞ "z ≤ !R!∞
}

where !R!∞ denotes the supremum norm of R.
Proof. The bounds for the eigenvalues of  are an easy consequence
of the fact that  is a perturbation of the positive operator v → −v′′ by
the bounded operator v → Rv. If λ ∈  is not an eigenvalue of  then
the resolvent ρλ = λ− −1 can be computed explicitly using the
method of variation of constants as follows. For u ∈  we consider the
nonhomogeneous equation
− v′′ + R − λv = u(2.12)
and we denote by t → t λ the ﬂow of the corresponding homogeneous
equation, i.e.,
t λ(va gv′a) = (vt gv′t)(2.13)
2In this paper, by a projection operator we mean an idempotent bounded operator.
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for every v a b → n such that the left-hand side of (2.12) vanishes. In
(2.13) we denote by g n → n∗ the unique complex linear extension of
g n → n∗. Now the resolvent ρλ can be written as
ρλ · u = π1
(
t λ
(
0
α0
)
+
∫ t
a
s λ−1
(
0
−gus
)
ds
)
(2.14)
where π1 n ⊕ n∗ → n denotes a projection onto the ﬁrst coordinate
and α0 = α0λu ∈ n∗ is the unique covector such that the right-hand
side of (2.14) vanishes3 at t = b. It follows that the spectrum of  consists
only of eigenvalues, and if λ ∈ σ it follows easily from (2.14) and the
compact inclusion of the Sobolev space H1 in L2 that ρλ is compact.
This shows that  is discrete and completes the proof.
For every λ ∈ σ the generalized eigenspace λ is conjugate to
the space λ¯; for λ ∈  this implies that if we set
λ = λ ∩ 
then λ is the complex linear span of λ in ; i.e., λ = λ ⊕
iλ. For λ ∈ \ we denote by λ the real subspace of  whose complex
linear span in  is λ ⊕ λ¯; i.e.,
λ =
(
λ ⊕ λ¯
) ∩  
Observe that with the convention above we always have λ = λ¯.
Proposition 2.7 implies that there are only a ﬁnite number of eigenvalues
of  with nonpositive real part; we can then give the following.
Deﬁnition 2.8. The spectral index of the Morse–Sturm system (2.1) is
deﬁned by
ispectralgR =
∑
λ∈σ
λ∈−∞ 0
sgn
(
gˆλ
)

The notions of index, coindex, and signature for symmetric bilinear forms
in a real vector space can be extended to the case of sesquilinear forms in
a complex vector space. Obviously, for λ ∈ , the signature of gˆ in λ
coincides with the signature of gˆ in λ = λ ⊕ iλ. By exploiting the
symmetry of  with respect to gˆ we obtain the following.
Proposition 2.9. For λµ ∈ σ, λ = µ¯, the spaces λ and
µ are gˆ -orthogonal. In particular, the direct sum
⊕
λ λ is gˆ-
orthogonal where λ ∈ σ runs over the eigenvalues of  with nonnegative
imaginary part.
3The condition that λ is not an eigenvalue of (2.1) means that the upper right n× n block
of b λ is invertible. An explicit formula for α0λu in terms of the n × n block matrix
decomposition of b λ can be easily determined.
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Proof. We show by induction in k that Kerλ− k and µ are gˆ-
orthogonal; the case k = 0 is trivial. Let v ∈ Kerλ− k and w ∈ µ
be chosen; the induction hypothesis gives gˆ
(λ− iv w) = 0 for i ≥ 1.
Choose l large enough so that µ− lw = 0 and compute as
0= gˆ(vµ−lw)= gˆ(µ¯−lvw)= gˆ([µ¯−λ+λ−]lvw)
=
l∑
i=0
(
l
i
)
µ¯−λl−igˆ(λ−ivw)=µ¯−λlgˆvw
This concludes the proof.
Lemma 2.10. Let V be a real ﬁnite-dimensional vector space, B be a non-
degenerate symmetric bilinear form in V , and T  V → V be a B-symmetric
linear endomorphism of V ; i.e., BT · · is symmetric. If T has no real eigen-
values then the signature of B is zero.
Proof. Let V  be the complexiﬁcation of V , T V  → V  be the
unique complex linear extension of T , and B V  × V  →  be the
unique sesquilinear extension of B. As in the Proof of Proposition 2.9,
it follows that for λµ ∈ σT with λ = µ¯ the generalized eigenspaces
λT and µT are B-orthogonal. Since the signature of a Hermi-
tian form is additive by orthogonal direct sum decompositions, it follows
that we can assume without loss of generality that σT = λ λ¯; i.e.,
V  = λT ⊕ λ¯T. Since B (and hence B) is nondegenerate we can
write V  = Z+ ⊕ Z− as a direct sum of complex subspaces Z+, Z− such
that B is respectively positive and negative deﬁnite in Z+ and Z−. Since
B vanishes on λT we have λT ∩ Z+ = λT ∩ Z− = 0 and
1
2
dimV  = dim
(
λT
) ≤ min{dimZ+ dimZ−}
This implies that dimZ+ = dimZ− and hence that sgnB =
sgnB = 0.
Corollary 2.11. If λ ∈ σ is not real then the signature of gˆ in λ is
zero. In particular, the spectral index ispectralgR equals the signature of the
restriction of gˆ to the subspace
⊕
λ λ ⊂  , where λ runs over any subset of
σ consisting of all the real negative eigenvalues of  and any ﬁnite set
of nonreal eigenvalues of .
Proof. The ﬁrst part of the statement is a direct consequence of
Lemma 2.10 applied to the space V = λ, to the operator T given by the
restriction of  , and to the bilinear form B given by the restriction of gˆ;
we’ll see later in Corollary 4.3 that gˆ is nondegenerate in λ. As to the sec-
ond part, observe that the spaces λ are gˆ-orthogonal (see Proposition 2.9)
and that the signature is additive by orthogonal sums.
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3. THE EQUALITY BETWEEN THE MASLOV AND
THE SPECTRAL INDEXES
In this section we state the main theorem of the paper, which says that
the Maslov and spectral indexes of a Morse–Sturm system are equal. The
proof is split into three main parts:
Step 1. A direct proof of the equality iMaslovgR = ispectralgR in
the case where the negative eigenvalues of the Jacobi operator are simple
Step 2. A proof of the stability of the indexes with respect to uni-
formly small perturbations of the coefﬁcient R of the Morse–Sturm system
Step 3. A proof of the genericity of the condition of simplicity for the
negative eigenvalues of  .
Steps 2 and 3 will be performed in Sections 5 and 6. The idea of the proof of
Step 1 is to show that the numbers iMaslovgR and ispectralgR are Maslov
indexes of curves in the Lagrangian Grassmannian  that are homologous
in H10L0.
We start by observing that λ ∈  is an eigenvalue for the Jacobi operator
 iff t = b is a conjugate instant for the Morse–Sturm system
v′′ = R− λv(3.1)
We denote by t λ the ﬂow of (3.1); t λ is the isomorphism of n ⊕
n∗ deﬁned as in (2.13), replacing g with g. Observe that  is the solution
of the matrix differential equation
∂
∂t
t λ =
(
0 g−1
gRt − λ 0
)
t λ t ∈ a b(3.2)
satisfying the initial condition a λ = Id. In analogy with (2.9) we deﬁne
t λ = β(t λ) = t λL0
where L0 = 0 ⊕ n∗. By deﬁnition, for ε > 0 small enough, the Maslov
index of the curve a + ε b $ t → t 0 ∈  is the Maslov index of
the Morse–Sturm system (2.1); moreover, the curve λ → b λ intersects
≥1L0 precisely when λ is an eigenvalue of  , so that one should expect
that its Maslov index is somehow related to the spectral properties of  .
Our next goal is to determine precisely this relation. We have the following.
Lemma 3.1. Let λ ∈  be an eigenvalue of  . The map v → 0 gv′b is
an isomorphism between Kerλ−  and the intersection b λ ∩L0. More-
over, this isomorphism carries the restriction of gˆ to the restriction of ∂
∂λ
b λ;
i.e.,
∂
∂λ
b λ(0 gv′b 0 gw′b) = gˆvw
for all vw ∈ Kerλ− .
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Proof. The ﬁrst part of the statement is immediate.
Differentiating (3.2) with respect to λ we obtain that t → ∂
∂λ
t λ is a
solution of a nonhomogeneous linear differential equation, and it is easily
computed by the method of variation of constants as
∂
∂λ
b λ = b λ
∫ b
a
t λ−1
(
0 0
−g 0
)
t λ dt
Since  = β ◦, using (2.10) we get
∂
∂λ
bλ(3.3)
=ω
(
bλ
[∫ b
a
tλ−1
(
0 0
−g 0
)
tλdt
]
bλ−1··
)∣∣∣∣∣
bλ

To conclude the proof, choose vw ∈ Kerλ −  and apply both sides of
(3.3) to 0 gv′b and 0 gw′b, keeping in mind that  is a symplecto-
morphism.
Corollary 3.2. Assume that t = b is not a conjugate instant for the
Morse–Sturm system (2.1), so that zero is not an eigenvalue of  . If all
the negative eigenvalues of  are simple, i.e., dimλ ≤ 1 for all λ < 0,
then the spectral index of (2.1) equals the Maslov index of the curve −M 0 $
λ → b λ ∈  if M > 0 is bigger than the supremum norm of R.
Proof. For every negative eigenvalue λ of  the condition dimλ = 1
implies that the generalized eigenspace λ equals the standard eigenspace
Kerλ− . Hence, Lemma 3.1 implies that the restriction of gˆ to λ corre-
sponds by the isomorphism v → 0 gv′b to the restriction of ∂
∂λ
b λ to
b λ ∩L0; moreover, we’ll see later in Corollary 4.3 that the restriction of
gˆ to λ is nondegenerate. The conclusion now follows from Theorem 2.4,
keeping in mind that  has no negative eigenvalue with absolute value big-
ger than the supremum norm of R (see Proposition 2.7).
We now state the main theorem of the paper.
Theorem 3.3 (Spectral Index Theorem). Assume that t = b is not a
conjugate instant for the Morse–Sturm system (2.1). Then the Maslov index
and the spectral index of (2.1) are equal,
iMaslovgR = ispectralgR(3.4)
Proof. For ε > 0 small enough, the Maslov index of the curve a +
ε b $ t → t 0 ∈  equals the Maslov index of the Morse–Sturm system
(2.1). Assume that all the negative eigenvalues of  are simple; if M > 0
is bigger than the supremum norm of R then, by Corollary 3.2, the Maslov
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index of the curve −M 0 $ λ → b λ ∈  equals the spectral index of
(2.1). An easy uniformity argument shows that if ε > 0 is small enough then
the Morse–Sturm system (3.1) has no conjugate instants in a a + ε for
all λ in the compact interval −M 0 (see [8, Section 4] for details). Now
consider the rectangle a + ε b × −M 0 in the domain of ; the sides
a + ε b × −M and a + ε × −M 0 are mapped by  into 0L0,
which implies that the images by  of the two remaining sides are homotopic
in  with endpoints in 0L0. This proves the equality (3.4) in the case
where all the negative eigenvalues of  are simple. For the general case,
let Rkk≥1 be a sequence of continuous curves Rk a b → Lingn such
that
• Rk converges uniformly to R on a b;
• all the negative eigenvalues of the Jacobi differential operator cor-
responding to the Morse–Sturm system v′′ = Rkv are simple.
The existence of such a sequence will be proved in Theorem 6.4. Observe
that, by Proposition 2.6, for k sufﬁciently large t = b is not a conjugate
instant for the Morse–Sturm system v′′ = Rkv and hence, by the ﬁrst part
of the proof, we have
iMaslovgRk = ispectralgRk(3.5)
for k sufﬁciently large. The conclusion follows by taking the limit k→+∞
in equality (3.5), keeping in mind that both the Maslov and the spectral
indexes of a Morse–Sturm system are stable (see Proposition 2.6 and The-
orem 5.5).
4. THE GENERALIZED EIGENFUNCTIONS SPAN
A DENSE SUBSPACE
In this section we will show that the sum of the spaces λ is a dense
subspace of  . The reason for the interest in this result is that it implies
the nondegeneracy of gˆ on each λ; such nondegeneracy is used several
times in this paper. The density of
∑
λ λ in  will follow from a general
result proved in [13]. Recall that a bounded operator K X → X on a
complex Hilbert space X is called strictly m-accretive if there exists ε > 0
such that ∣∣arg(%Kx x&)∣∣ ≤ π
2
− ε
for all x ∈ X (or, equivalently, for all x with !x! = 1). In the formula
above we have denoted by arg →−ππ the argument function on the
complex plane (we set arg0 = 0).
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Theorem 4.1. Let X be a complex Hilbert space and let K X → X be a
trace-class and strictly m-accretive operator. Then, the space
⊕
λ∈σK λK
spanned by the generalized eigenvectors of K is dense in X.
Proof. See [13, Theorem XIII.109].
Obviously Theorem 4.1 cannot be applied directly to the Jacobi oper-
ator  since it is unbounded. However, by applying the theorem to the
resolvent of  at a suitable point we obtain the following:
Theorem 4.2. The space spanned by the generalized eigenvectors of  is
dense in ,
 = ⊕
λ∈σ
λ
(

)

Proof. Let λ0 ∈  be greater than the supremum norm of R; by Propo-
sition 2.7, −λ0 is not in σ. We set K =  + λ0−1. Since
λK =  1
λ
 + λ0 =  1
λ−λ0

for all λ ∈ σK\0 and since 0K = 0, the density in  of the span
of the generalized eigenvectors of  will follow from the density of the
span of the generalized eigenvectors of K. Let us now prove that K satisﬁes
the hypothesis of Theorem 4.1.
(a) K is trace class.
Let U   ⊂  →  be the operator Uv = −v′′ and let B ∈
Lin denote the bounded operator Bv = R + λ0v, so that  +
λ0 = U + B. It is easy to see that U−1 is a positive compact operator, the
sum of whose eigenvalues is convergent; it follows that U−1 is trace-class.
We compute
U + B−1 −U−1 = U + B−1UU−1 − U + B−1U + BU−1
= U + B−1[U − U + B]U−1 = −U + B−1BU−1
Since the trace-class operators form a two-sided ideal in the algebra of all
bounded linear operators, it follows that K = U + B−1 is trace-class.
(b) K is strictly m-accretive.
For every x ∈  we can ﬁnd y ∈ D ⊂  such that U +By = x, and
then
%Kx x& = %y U + By& = %U + By y&
The computation above shows that it sufﬁces to prove that∣∣arg(%U + By y&)∣∣ ≤ π
2
− ε
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for some ε > 0 and for all y ∈ D with !y! = 1. We compute
%U + By y& = %Uy y& + %Ry y& + λ0%y y&
keeping in mind that %Uy y& ≥ 0, the formula above shows that, for !y! =
1, the complex number %U + By y& belongs to the strip[
λ0 − !R!∞+∞
[× −!R!∞ !R!∞
The conclusion follows from the fact that λ0 > !R!∞.
We are now ready to prove the following.
Corollary 4.3. The restriction of gˆ to λ is nondegenerate for every λ ∈
σ.
Proof. By Theorem 4.2 the sum of the λ is a dense subspace of
, from which it follows easily that the spaces λ span a dense subspace
of  ,
 = ⊕
λ∈σ
"λ≥0
λ
The conclusion follows immediately from the fact that gˆ is continuous
and nondegenerate on  and that the λ’s are gˆ-orthogonal (see Proposi-
tion 2.9).
Remark 4.4. It is natural to ask whether the Jacobi differential operator
 is a spectral operator, i.e., whether the identity of  can be written
as a strongly convergent sum
∑
λ∈σ Eλ (recall (2.11)). In order to
establish this, one should be able to prove an estimate on the norm of
ﬁnite sums of the projection operators Eλ (see [4, Chap. 18, Sect. 2,
Corollary 33]). Helfer in [7, Theorem 6.1] claims that the spectrality of 
is proved in Reference [4], but the validity of this claim is not clear to the
authors.
5. STABILITY OF THE SPECTRAL INDEX
Throughout this section, g is a ﬁxed nondegenerate symmetric bilin-
ear form on n and Rkk≥1 denotes a sequence of continuous maps
Rk a b → Lingn which converges uniformly to R. For each k ≥ 1 we
consider the Morse–Sturm system
v′′ = Rkv(5.1)
and we denote by k the Jacobi differential operator corresponding to (5.1).
We assume that t = b is not a conjugate instant for the system (2.1) or,
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equivalently, that 0 is not an eigenvalue of . We have seen in Proposi-
tion 2.6 that, for k sufﬁciently large, t = b is also not a conjugate instant
for (5.1) and that iMaslovgRk = iMaslovgR. The goal of this section is to
prove that ispectralgRk = ispectralgR for k sufﬁciently large. As in Sub-
section 2.2, we consider complexiﬁed versions of the objects Rk, k that
will be denoted respectively by Rk and 

k .
We start with the following:
Lemma 5.1. Let K be a compact subset of  which is disjoint from σ.
Then, for k sufﬁciently large, K is also disjoint from σk ; moreover, the
resolvent ρk  z = z − k −1 of k converges to ρ z = z − −1
with respect to the operator norm, uniformly in z ∈ K.
Proof. Denote by t → kt λ the ﬂow of the Morse–Sturm system
v′′ = Rk − λv and by t → t λ the ﬂow of the system v′′ = R − λv
(see (2.13)). Denoting by Bt λ the upper right n× n block of the matrix
t λ, then the condition that K is disjoint from σ means that Bb λ
is an invertible n× n complex matrix for every λ in the compact set K. By
standard results on the continuous dependence of the solution with respect
to the data of an ODE, the ﬂow k converges uniformly to  on compact
sets; this implies that K is disjoint from σk  for k sufﬁciently large. The
claim on the uniform convergence of the resolvents ρk  z to ρ z
follows easily from the uniform convergence of k to  on compact sets
and from the formula (2.14).
Choose M > supk≥1 !Rk!∞ and ε > 0 such that  has no eigenval-
ues in the strip −ε 0× (recall Proposition 2.7). Consider the rectangle
Q = −M−ε × −MM and observe that  has no eigenvalues on the
boundary ∂Q of Q; the line integral
P = 1
2πi
∮
∂Q+
ρ
(
 z) dz(5.2)
deﬁnes a projection operator P ∈ Lin whose image is the (direct) sum
of the generalized eigenspaces λ where λ runs over the eigenvalues
of  contained in the interior of Q. In the formula (5.2) we have denoted
by ∂Q+ the boundary of Q oriented counterclockwise. We observe that the
spectral index of the system (2.1) is given by
ispectralgR = sgn
(
gˆImP
)(5.3)
namely, all the real negative eigenvalues of  are contained in the interior
of Q, and non-real eigenvalues give no contribution to the spectral index
(see Corollary 2.11).
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By Lemma 5.1, for k large enough, k has no eigenvalues in the boundary
of Q and we can deﬁne
Pk =
1
2πi
∮
∂Q+
ρ
(
k  z
)
dz
Observe that all the real negative eigenvalues of k are contained in
the interior of Q for k sufﬁciently large; namely, by Proposition 2.7 the
eigenvalues of k are contained in the strip −M+∞×−MM and by
Lemma 5.1 the segment −ε 0 × 0 contains no eigenvalues of k for k
sufﬁciently large (we have used here that 0 is not an eigenvalue of ). It
follows that
ispectralgRk = sgn
(
gˆImPk
)
(5.4)
for k sufﬁciently large. Toward our goal, we will now prove that the right-
hand side of (5.4) is eventually equal to the right-hand side of (5.3). We
introduce the following notion of the convergence of subspaces.
Deﬁnition 5.2. Let X be a (real or complex) Hilbert space and let
Skk≥1 be a sequence of closed subspaces of X. We say that Sk converges
to a closed subspace S ⊂ X if there exists a sequence φkk≥1 of bounded
isomorphisms φk X → X which converges to the identity of X in the
operator norm and such that φkSk = S for k sufﬁciently large.
The next lemma says that the signature of a nondegenerate sesquilinear
form is stable by perturbations of the domain.
Lemma 5.3. Let X be a complex Hilbert space, B X ×X →  a bounded
sesquilinear form, and Skk≥1 a sequence of closed subspaces converging to a
ﬁnite-dimensional subspace S ⊂ X. If BS is nondegenerate then the signature
of BSk is equal to the signature of BS for k sufﬁciently large.
Proof. Let φkk≥1 be a sequence of isomorphisms of X converging
to the identity of X and such that φkSk = S for k large enough. The
signature of BSk is equal to the signature of the push-forward φk∗BS .
The conclusion follows from the observation that φk∗BS converges to
BS in the space of sesquilinear forms on the ﬁnite-dimensional space S.
We now seek to prove that the image of Pk converges to the image of P .
Lemma 5.4. Let X be a (real or complex) Hilbert space and let 	kk≥1
be a sequence of projection operators 	k X → X. If 	kk≥1 converges to
(a projection operator) 	  X → X in the operator norm then the sequence of
closed subspaces Im	kk≥1 converges to Im	.
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Proof. We start by observing that 	 ◦ 	kIm	  Im	 → Im	 is an
isomorphism for k large enough, since it converges to the identity of Im	.
We have the following commutative diagram:
Im	k
Im	 Im	
	 Im	k	kIm	
	 ◦	kIm	
'
(5.5)
It follows that 	 Im	k is onto Im	. We claim that 	 Im	k is also injective
for k large enough; namely,
Ker
(
	 Im	k
) = Ker	 ∩ Im	k = Ker	 ∩ KerId− 	k
= Ker(Id− 	kKer	) ⊂ Ker(Id− 	 ◦ Id− 	kKer	)
The injectivity of 	 Im	k now follows from the fact that Id − 	 ◦ Id −
	kKer	 ∈ Lin
(
Ker	) converges to the identity of Ker	, and it is
therefore an isomorphism for k large enough. We have proved that 	 maps
Im	k isomorphically onto Im	; it follows that X = Ker	 ⊕ Im	k,
and by the diagram (5.5) we see that 	k maps Im	 isomorphically onto
Im	k. Deﬁne an isomorphism ψk X → X by setting
ψkKer	 = Id ψkIm	 = 	kIm	
We have that ψkk≥1 converges to the identity of X and that ψkIm	 =
Im	k; the proof is completed by taking φk = ψ−1k .
We now obtain the main result of the section.
Theorem 5.5 (Stability of the Spectral Index). Consider the Morse–
Sturm system (2.1) and assume that t = b is not a focal instant. Let Rkk≥1
be a sequence of continuous maps Rk a b → Lingn that converges uni-
formly to R. Then, for k sufﬁciently large, the spectral index of the system
v′′ = Rkv is equal to the spectral index of (2.1); i.e.,
ispectralgRk = ispectralgR
for k sufﬁciently large.
Proof. Observe that P has ﬁnite rank (see Proposition 2.7 and the
discussion above it) and that, by Lemma 5.1, Pkk≥1 converges to P in
the operator norm; moreover, it follows from Corollary 4.3 and from the
gˆ-orthogonality of the spaces λ (see Proposition 2.9) that gˆ is nonde-
generate on the image of P . The conclusion now follows from Lemmas 5.3
and 5.4, keeping in mind the equalities (5.3) and (5.4).
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6. GENERICITY OF THE NONDEGENERATE CASE
In this section we prove the C0-density of the set of coefﬁcients R for
which the real eigenvalues of the Jacobi differential operator (2.2) are
simple. The proof will be obtained as an application of the transversal-
ity theorem in an inﬁnite-dimensional setting, stated below. Recall that if
F  U ⊂ X → Y is a C1 map, with X, Y Banach spaces and U ⊂ X open,
then we call x ∈ U a regular point for F if the differential dFx X → Y is
surjective and its kernel has a closed complement in X; we say that y ∈ Y
is a regular value for F if all the points in F−1y are regular (observe that
this is always the case if y ∈ ImF).
Theroem 6.1 (Transversality Theorem). Let XYZ be real Banach
spaces with XY separable. Let F  U ⊂ X × Y → Z be a smooth map (i.e.,
a map of class C∞), where U ⊂ X × Y is open; assume that the differen-
tial ∂1Fx y X → Z of F with respect to the ﬁrst variable is a Fredholm
operator for every x y ∈ U . If z ∈ Z is a regular value for F then the set{
y ∈ Y  z is a regular value for the map x → Fx y}(6.1)
is residual in Y ; i.e., (6.1) contains a countable intersection of dense open sets.
In particular, by the Baire category theorem, (6.1) is dense in Y .
Proof. The proof can be easily obtained as a corollary of Smale’s inﬁnite-
dimensional version of Sard’s Theorem (see for instance [1]); namely, one
applies Smale’s theorem to the mapping π2 F−1z → Y given by the
restriction of the projection onto the second coordinate of X × Y (see
also [15]).
We now relate the simplicity of the eigenvalues to a suitable transversality
condition. Given vector spaces D ⊂ W and a linear map T  D→ W , then,
an eigenvalue λ of T is called simple if the generalized eigenspace λT  is
unidimensional. Observe that λ is a simple eigenvalue of T iff Kerλ− T 
is unidimensional and Ker
(λ− T 2) = Kerλ− T .
Lemma 6.2. Let DW be real Banach spaces with D an (algebraic) sub-
space of W (not necessarily with the relative topology); assume that the inclu-
sion map ι D → W is compact. Let T  D → W be a (bounded) Fredholm
operator of index zero. Then, all the real eigenvalues of T are simple if and
only if 0 ∈ W is a regular value for the map f  D\0 ×  → W given by
f v λ = λv − Tv.
Proof. Observe ﬁrst that v λ ∈ f−10 iff λ is an eigenvalue of T
corresponding to the (nonzero) eigenvector v. We compute
dfv λv˙ λ˙ = λ˙v + λ− T v˙
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for all λ˙ ∈ , v˙ ∈ D. By the additivity of the Fredholm index by composition
of operators, the map v˙ λ˙ → T v˙ is Fredholm of index 1; moreover, it
follows from the compactness of ι that v˙ λ˙ → λ˙v+λv˙ is compact. Hence,
dfv λ is a Fredholm operator of index 1. This means that 0 ∈ W is a
regular value for f iff the kernel of dfvλ is unidimensional for every
λ ∈ , v ∈ D\0 with Tv = λv.
Assume that Kerdfv λ is unidimensional; then, since Kerλ−T × 0
is contained in Kerdfv λ, it follows that the eigenspace Kerλ − T  is
spanned by v. Moreover, if v˙ ∈ Ker(λ− T 2) then λ− T v˙ = cv for some
c ∈  and v˙−c ∈ Kerdfv λ. It follows that c = 0 and Ker
(λ− T 2) =
Kerλ− T .
Conversely, if λ is a simple eigenvalue then if v˙ λ˙ ∈ Kerdfv λ we
have v˙ ∈ Ker(λ − T 2) = v and therefore λ˙ = 0. This concludes the
proof.
Consider the space  deﬁned in (2.4) endowed with a standard H2
Hilbert space structure. We observe that the inclusion of  in  is compact
and that the Jacobi operator    →  is a (bounded) Fredholm opera-
tor of index zero. Namely,  is a compact perturbation of the isomorphism
 $ v → −v′′ ∈  . This observation implies that Lemma 6.2 can be applied
to the Jacobi differential operator   →  .
We now consider the following setup. Denote by XYZ the real Hilbert
spaces
X = ×  Y = H1(a bLingn) Z =  = L2a bn
Let F  U ⊂ X × Y → Z be the map given by
Fv λR = v′′ + λ− Rv(6.2)
where U is the open subset \0 ×  × Y of X × Y . Our strategy now
is to apply the transversality theorem to the smooth map F in (6.2); the
choice of the H1 regularity for the variable R, rather than C0, is justiﬁed
by the fact that in this way the space X ×Y is a Hilbert space, rather than a
Banach space. Observe that, for Hilbert spaces, every closed subspace has a
closed complement, which simpliﬁes the use of the transversality theorem.
We now prove the following.
Lemma 6.3. The map F in (6.2) has 0 ∈ Z as a regular value.
Proof. Let v λR ∈ F−10, so that v′′ = R − λv and v = 0. The
differential of the map F is computed easily as
dFv λRv˙ λ˙ R˙ = v˙′′ + λ˙− R˙v + λ− Rv˙(6.3)
for all v˙ ∈ , λ˙ ∈ , and R˙ ∈ Y . The restriction of dFv λR to the space
×0× 0 is a Fredholm operator, from which we obtain that the image
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of dFv λR is closed4 in  . To complete the proof, it sufﬁces to show
that the image of dFv λR is dense in  ; to this aim, we show that its
gˆ-orthogonal complement is zero (observe indeed that gˆ is represented by
an isomorphism of  with respect to the standard Hilbert space product
of ). Let ψ ∈  be gˆ-orthogonal to the image of dFv λR. Setting λ˙ = 0
and R˙ = 0 in (6.3) we obtain
∫ b
a
g
(
v˙′′ + λ− Rv˙ ψ) dt = 0 ∀ v˙ ∈ (6.4)
Moreover, setting λ˙ = 0 and v˙ = 0 in (6.3) we obtain
∫ b
a
gR˙vψ dt = 0 ∀ R˙ ∈ Y(6.5)
Using integration by parts in (6.4) and standard regularity arguments, we
obtain that ψ ∈  and that ψ satisﬁes the differential equation ψ′′ =
R− λψ. Using (6.5) it follows by elementary arguments that ψt0 = 0 at
every instant t0 ∈a b for which vt0 = 0. Since v is a nonzero continu-
ous function on a b, it follows that ψ is zero in some subinterval of a b
and hence ψ is zero in a b. This concludes the proof.
Finally, we obtain the main theorem of the section:
Theorem 6.4 (Genericity of the Simple Eigenvalues Condition). Let g
be a nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form in n. The set of continuous maps
R a b → Lingn for which the real eigenvalues of the Jacobi differential
operator (2.2) are simple is dense in the Banach space C0a bLingn.
Proof. It follows from Theorem 6.1, Lemma 6.2, and Lemma 6.3 that
the set of maps R a b → Lingn of class H1 for which the real
eigenvalues of the Jacobi operator (2.2) are simple is dense in Y . The
conclusion follows by observing that H1a bLingn is dense in
C0a bLingn.
7. THE SPECTRAL INDEX THEOREM FOR SYMPLECTIC
DIFFERENTIAL SYSTEMS
In this section we show how the spectral index theorem can be extended
to the class of symplectic differential systems which generalizes the class
4We are using here the observation that, given a closed ﬁnite codimensional subspace, then
every subspace that contains it is also closed.
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of Morse–Sturm systems. Recall from [9, 11] that a symplectic differential
system in n is a ﬁrst-order homogeneous linear system of ODE of the form
v′ =Av + Bα
α′ =Cv −A∗α
(7.1)
where A a b → Linn is a C1 curve, B a b → Linn∗n is a
C2 curve, C a b → Linnn∗ is continuous, and Bt is invertible for
all t ∈ a b; in (7.1) we have denoted by A∗ ∈ Linn∗ the transpose
of the linear operator A. Symplectic differential systems are obtained for
instance as linearizations of the Hamilton equations; moreover, a Morse–
Sturm system (2.1) can be thought of as a symplectic differential system
by setting α = gv′. In this case we have A = 0, B = g−1, and C = gR.
Observe that Morse–Sturm systems of the more general form (1.2) also
can be viewed as symplectic differential systems. The coefﬁcient matrix of
a symplectic differential system is a curve in the Lie algebra sp2n of the
symplectic group and therefore its ﬂow is a curve in Sp2n. The notion
of the Maslov index presented in Subsection 2.1 can be naturally extended
to the class of symplectic differential systems such that the ﬁnal instant
t = b is not conjugate. The notion of a conjugate instant for symplectic
differential systems is deﬁned as follows: An instant t ∈a b is said to
be conjugate if there exists a nonzero solution v α of (7.1) with va =
vt = 0.
We can also deﬁne a notion of a spectral index for symplectic differential
systems. Namely, one considers the unbounded operator
v = −B[(B−1v′ −Av)′ − Cv +A∗B−1v′ −Av]
with Dirichlet boundary conditions va = vb = 0. The deﬁnition of the
spectral index is now identical to the one given in Deﬁnition 2.8, except for
the fact that gˆ is now replaced with
B̂vw =
∫ b
a
Bt−1(vt wt) dt
There exists a natural notion of isomorphism in the class of symplectic
differential systems (see [9, Subsection 2.10]). Namely, we give the follow-
ing:
Deﬁnition 7.1. Consider two symplectic differential systems with coef-
ﬁcient matrices
X =
(
A B
C −A∗
)
and X˜ =
(
A˜ B˜
C˜ −A˜∗
)

an isomorphism between such systems is a C1 curve φ a b → Sp2n
whose upper left n× n block Z a b → Linn is of class C2 and such
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that the following conditions hold:
• φt(0 ⊕ n∗) = 0 ⊕ n∗ for all t;
• X˜t = φ′tφt−1 +φtXtφt−1 for all t.
The above deﬁnition of isomorphism is designed in such a way that
v α is a solution of the system with coefﬁcient matrix X iff φv α is
a solution of the system with coefﬁcient matrix X˜. Therefore, it is easy
to see that isomorphisms of symplectic differential systems preserve con-
jugate instants; moreover, isomorphic symplectic differential systems with
nonconjugate ﬁnal instant have the same Maslov indexes (see [9, Proposi-
tion 2.10.2]) and the same spectral indexes.5 The following lemma reduces
the theory of symplectic differential systems to the theory of Morse–Sturm
systems.
Lemma 7.2. Every symplectic differential system is isomorphic to a Morse–
Sturm system, i.e., a symplectic differential system with A = 0 and B constant.
Proof. See [9, Proposition 2.11.1].
As a corollary, we obtain the following.
Theorem 7.3 (Spectral Index Theorem for Symplectic Systems). Con-
sider a symplectic differential system of the form (7.1) and assume that t = b
is not a conjugate instant. Then, the Maslov index equals the spectral index.
Proof. It follows from Theorem 3.3, Lemma 7.2, and the invariance of
the indexes by isomorphisms.
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